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Against All Odds Walter Tull The Black Lieutenant
This is a book of two stories. The first is the sad tale of how at least 749 American servicemen lost their lives on a pre-DDay landing exercise, code-named 'Operation Tiger,' on the evening of 23/24 April 1943. The second, was the
unanswerable question of whether the attacking E-Boats of the German Kriegsmarine had fully grasped the importance
of what they had stumbled across. Because of the time scale between the operation and the actual D-Day landings,
secrecy surrounding the tragedy had to be stringently adhered to, and even after the invasion of Normandy, only scant
information about the incident and those who were killed was ever released. The other factor which was of major
concern, was if the Germans had understood the significance of the vessels they had attacked, then the intended Allied
invasion of Europe was in grave danger of having to be postponed for an indefinite period of time. In late 1943, as part of
the buildup to the D-day landings at Normandy, the British government had set up a training ground at Slapton Sands in
Devon, to be used by the American forces tasked with landing on Utah Beach in Normandy. Coordination and
communication problems between British and American forces, resulted in friendly fire deaths during the exercise,
making a bad situation even worse. The story was then lost to history until it was picked up again by Devon resident, Ken
Small after he discovered evidence of the aftermath washed up on the shore at Slapton Sands in the early 1970s. In
1974, Mr. Small bought the rights to a submerged American tank, which he had discovered in the waters close to the
beach at Slapton Sands. In 1984, he raised the tank, which is now a memorial close to the sea front.
Putting aside Roman gladiators and gun-slingers of the American Wild West, by the 19th century duelling had become
the sole domain of nobility, military officers and gentleman, with rules added to make sure everything was conducted in a
fair and professional manner. The word 'honour' became popular, because it was the reason why most men would
challenge another to a duel. This book challenges that notion and asks whether it was really about honour at all, or was it
more about arrogance or social standing? Over time kings, leaders and governments passed rules, decrees, edicts and
laws banning the practice, but still it continued, even when the duellists knew that the punishment for taking part in such
an event could be their own death. The last known duel with swords in France took place at a private residence just
outside of Paris in 1967 between two politicians, Gaston Deferre and Rene Ribiere. It was ended after Ribiere, who was
due to be married the following day, was twice cut on the arm by Gaston. The book also looks at some of the more
humorous, unusual and least expected ways people found to conduct their duels, including throwing billiard balls at each
other, duelling whilst sat on the backs of elephants, and two men who decided their differences should be settled half a
mile up in the sky in hot air balloons. With more efforts to bring about an end to duelling, the upper classes of British
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society in particular still held on to the idea of being able to defend their honour, which saw many of them turn to pugilism
as a way to sate their disputes, however ridiculous they might appear today.
Met het oog op het EK voetbal dat in 12 Europese steden wordt gespeeld maakte auteur Erik Brouwer een grote reis
door ons continent. In de voetsporen van Geert Mak schreef hij Voetbal in Europa, en vatte daarmee de geschiedenis
van het voetbal in een boek. Brouwer neemt de lezer mee langs de negentiende eeuwse velden in Engeland, waar het
allemaal begon in de victoriaanse en edwardiaanse tijd, schrijft over de rol van voetbal tijdens de Groote Oorlog, het
opkomende fascisme, de Tweede Wereldoorlog, de koude oorlog en komt zo aan onze tijd in, een tijd waarin voetbal
belangrijker is dat ooit tevoren. 'Voetbal in Europa, een verwijzing naar en een ode aan Geert Mak. Ik gids de lezers door
de Europese voetbalgeschiedenis en gebruik daarom geregeld de ik-vorm. Het eerste hoofdstuk vanuit het Engelse
Preston gaat over de beginperiode van het voetbal en ik eindig in Barcelona en Turijn met een verhaal over Messi en
Ronaldo. Ook de historische hoofdstukken spelen zich voor een groot deel af in het heden, want ik vertel de belangrijkste
verhalen/episodes uit het Europese topvoetbal vertellen aan de hand van plekken die ik bezoek (van het Poolse Lodz tot
Moskou, van Parijs tot Kopenhagen) en de ontmoetingen die ik daar heb. Verder staan de hoofdpersonen uit het
Europese voetbalgeschiedenis centraal in negentien grote en 38 kleine hoofdstukjes, zoals Sindelar (Oostenrijk),
Puskas, Giuseppe Meazza, Zinedine Zidane, Gerd Muller, Hagi, Zvonimir Boban, Raymond Kopa, Bobby Charlton,
Duncan Edwards, de Zweed Niels Liedholm, Beckenbauer, Di Stefano, Guardiola, Mourinho, Iniesta, Batistuta,
Maradona, Platini, Zlatan, Haaland en Mbappe. Minder bekende voetballers worden ook geportretteerd, zoals de
Schotse George Best Jim Baxter, de Turkse topscorer Tanju Colak, goelag-overlevende Streltsov, Stasi-spion en DDRinternational Gerd Weber en de tragische Poolse held Terlecki.' Het Nederlandse voetbal is uiteraard ook
vertegenwoordigd in dit boek, met onder meer een groot verhaal over de nalatenschap van Cruijff/Cruyff en een
hoofdstuk waarin 'de Grote Drie van Milaan' prominent voorkomen: Van Basten, Rijkaard en Gullit, eind jaren tachtig.
With the outbreak of the First World War, it was not surprising that a number of individuals who were of German decent,
and who lived in Hartlepool and its surrounding areas, were rounded up and detained by the British military authorities, in
the interests of both national security and for their own personal safety. They were held at the towns Stranton Ice Rink.
Their numbers included the ex-German Consul for the Hartlepool's district as well as others who had been local residents
of many years standing.The first soldier with connections to Hartlepool to be killed on foreign soil during the war, was
Corporal 57561 John Robert Richardson, who was serving with the 54th Battery, Royal Field Artillery, when he was killed
in action on 4 October 1914. He is buried at the Bergen Communal Cemetery at Mons.The war came to Hartlepool on the
morning of Wednesday, 16 December 1914 in the shape of three vessels of the Imperial German Navy. By the time their
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attack was over, more than 1,100 artillery shells had landed on the town, killing 9 soldiers, 86 civilians and wounding a
further 438. Amongst the dead was 29 year old Private 18/295 Theophilus Jones of the 18th Battalion, Durham Light
Infantry, making him the first British serviceman to be killed on British soil as a result of enemy action during the course of
the First World War. Before the war was over, his brother Alfred, would also be killed, during fighting at the Battle of
Arras, on 3 May 1917.By the time the war had ended, some 1700 men and women from Hartlepool and its surrounding
areas had paid the ultimate price of having served their King and country.
Rangers In London is the story of the nine matches between 1960 and 1971 when Britain and the World’s most
domestically successful football club with the greatest and most fervent support travelled south from Glasgow to the
Capital city. Almost every game seems to have thrown up something amazing or special. From the first European Cup tie
played in London to a match described by the legendary and equally reticent Spurs manager, Bill Nicholson as the
greatest game on earth. Alex Ferguson’s Rangers debut at Arsenal, QPR’s Rodney Marsh assaulting two players on
the pitch and a teenager whisked from work in Glasgow in the morning to play in goal against a team of internationals
and a world cup winner in the evening at Tottenham. And we best not forget Rangers appearances at Chelsea for the
man they called Chopper either and at Highbury for a gentleman who at his peak was quite possibly the best goalkeeper
in Europe. And much more… Unashamedly nostalgic and so many great stories, histories and characters to recall,
celebrate and write about. In a more modest way, we try to chart the development of football at Ibrox and in London, on
and off the field at a time when football was beginning to become more sophisticated, commercial and international.
There’s a bit of sociology too, as we look at the emergence of football hooliganism, skinheadism and wider societal
cultures in and around football at that time. Does what go around, come around with a slightly different twist? I’ll let the
reader decide. But I hope you’ll enjoy taking in these matches with me, and get the same pleasure as the devoted
thousands and perhaps you were one, who ‘followed on’ to London with Rangers. Win, lose or draw.
In 1914 there were at least 10,000 black Britons, many of African and West Indian heritage, fiercely loyal to their Mother
Country. Despite being discouraged from serving in the British Army during the First World War, men managed to join all
branches of the armed forces and black communities made a vital contribution, both on the front and at home. By 1918 it
is estimated that the black population had trebled to 30,000, and after the war many black soldiers who had fought for
Britain decided to make it their home. Black Poppies explores the military and civilian wartime experiences of these men
and of women, from the trenches to the music hall. Poignantly, it concludes by examining the anti-black race riots of 1919
in cities like Cardiff and Liverpool, where black men came under attack from returning white soldiers who resented their
presence, in spite of what they and their families had done for Britain during the war. The first book of its kind to focus on
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the Black British experience during the Great War; this new offering from Stephen Bourne is fascinating and eye-opening.
When the military aspect of the Second World War is discussed, especially regarding how the war was won, people tend
to talk about, Winston Churchill, D-Day, Dunkirk, the Battle of Britain, the Blitz, the Dam Busters, the Allied bombing of
German cities, Montgomery and the North Africa campaign, etc. However, there is one aspect, rarely mentioned and
never quite fully appreciated, which played a massive role in winning the war. The Double Cross system, operated by
MI5, involved capturing German spies who had been sent to the United Kingdom and offering them the opportunity to
become double agents and spy for the British against the Germans. Most agreed, although the alternative wasn’t that
pleasant: refusing to become a spy would have almost certainly resulted in death. Spies who worked for MI5, especially
those who had initially worked for the Germans, carried out sterling work which resulted in the saving of thousands of
Allied lives. The success of the D-Day landings at Normandy, for example, was in part due to the excellent work of a
double agent, who helped convince Nazi Germany that the Allied invasion of Europe would take place across the English
Channel, at Calais. One double agent was so good at what he did that Germany awarded him the Iron Cross, whilst
Britain made him a Member of the British Empire (MBE).
Following the Geneva Accords in 1954, Vietnam found itself separated into North and South, with communist North
Vietnam under the control of Ho Chi Min. At the same time, the International Commission for Supervision and Control
(ICSC) was established, whose role it was to oversee the implementation of the Accords. On 18 October 1965, an ICSC
aircraft, F-BELV, was on a regular weekly flight from Saigon to Hanoi, stopping at Pnohm Penh, in Cambodia, and
Vientiane, in Laos. Twenty minutes after leaving Vientiane, the captain contacted the authorities at Hanoi to give his ETA,
but the aircraft never arrived. It is believed to be the only aircraft never to have been recovered from the Vietnam War.
But what really happened and why? Did the aircraft crash, or was it shot down? Did it happen over Laos or North
Vietnam? Mystery of Missing Flight F-BELV examines all aspects of the Vietnam War, particularly the events of 1965,
and how tensions in the region heightened as the first American combat troops arrived in Vietnam. It investigates the role
of the CIA, and whether their involvement had any bearing on the disappearance of flight F-BELV. It looks at those on
board the aircraft, including James Sylvester Byrne, a sergeant in the Canadian Army and a relation to the author of this
book. Was he just a regular soldier? Or was he really an intelligence officer gathering information to share with the
Americans?
In this groundbreaking book, Keith Law, baseball writer for The Athletic and author of the acclaimed Smart Baseball, offers an era-spanning
dissection of some of the best and worst decisions in modern baseball, explaining what motivated them, what can be learned from them, and
how their legacy has shaped the game. For years, Daniel Kahneman’s iconic work of behavioral science Thinking Fast and Slow has been
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required reading in front offices across Major League Baseball. In this smart, incisive, and eye-opening book, Keith Law applies Kahneman’s
ideas about decision making to the game itself. Baseball is a sport of decisions. Some are so small and routine they become the building
blocks of the game itself—what pitch to throw or when to swing away. Others are so huge they dictate the future of franchises—when to make a
strategic trade for a chance to win now, or when to offer a millions and a multi-year contract for a twenty-eight-year-old star. These decisions
have long shaped the behavior of players, managers, and entire franchises. But as those choices have become more complex and datadriven, knowing what’s behind them has become key to understanding the sport. This fascinating, revelatory work explores as never before
the essential question: What were they thinking? Combining behavioral science and interviews with executives, managers, and players, Keith
Law analyzes baseball’s biggest decision making successes and failures, looking at how gambles and calculated risks of all sizes and scales
have shaped the sport, and how the game’s ongoing data revolution is rewriting decades of accepted decision making. In the process, he
explores questions that have long been debated, from whether throwing harder really increases a player’s risk of serious injury to whether
teams actually “overvalue” trade prospects. Bringing his analytical and combative style to some of baseball’s longest running debates, Law
deepens our knowledge of the sport in this entertaining work that is both fun and deeply informative.
During the First World War, Etaples, a coastal fishing port situated on the North-East French coast, 15 miles south of Boulogne, was a base
camp for the British Army, as well as a major medical facility for wounded and sick troops, including both British and Canadian hospitals. The
Etaples camp also included a military cemetery, which by the end of the war contained the graves of more than 11,000 British and British
Imperial soldiers. Soldiers crossing the Channel on their way to the battlefields of the Western Front found themselves at the Etaples camp,
where they would stay an average of two weeks undergoing further training and drills. The training staff who oversaw them had a bad
reputation for either their training methods or their lack of genuine military experience at the Front. The Etaples camp was also part of the
route taken by men on their way back to the UK. Opportunities for leisure and recreation activities for soldiers away from the camp could be
found in Etaples town. Officers, meanwhile, headed to the slightly more up-market beach resort of nearby Le Touquet, which was separated
from the Etaples area by the river Canche, and accessible by a bridge. To ensure it remained ‘just for officers,’ pickets, usually members of
the Military Police, were placed on the bridge to enforce its exclusiveness. The men's overall treatment, conditions in the camp and the poor
relationship between them and members of the Military Police, was a cocktail for disaster, culminating in a number of incidents in September
1917, which have collectively become known as the Etaples Mutiny, the full story of which can be found in this book.
"[Wagner] slices open the self-satisfied bosom of Los Angeles yet again in his third novel, a sprawling family saga that trades the usual mushmouthed sentimentalities for cascading shards of knife-edged vignettes. A masterful, modern-day fantasy of millionaires and madmen, fathers
and sons, reality and dreams." --Kirkus Reviews Bruce Wagner’s I’m Losing You was hailed as "outrageous -- dead-on in every way" by
Janet Maslin in The New York Times. New York magazine’s Walter Kirn called it "the year’s best book." And John Updike, in The New
Yorker, wrote that Bruce Wagner "writes like a wizard." In I’ll Let You Go, Wagner offers a stunning novel that surpasses anything he’s done
before. Twelve-year-old Toulouse "Tull" Trotter lives on his grandfather’s vast Bel-Air parkland estate with his mother, the beautiful, drugaddicted Katrina, a landscape artist who specializes in topiary laby-rinths. He spends most of his time with his young cousins Lucy, the girl
detective, and Edward, a prodigy undaunted by the disfiguring effects of Apert Syndrome. One day, an impulsive revelation from Lucy sets in
motion a chain of events that changes Tull -- and the Trotter family -- forever. Though the story unfolds in contemporary Los Angeles, the
reader hears echoes of Proust and 1,001 Nights as Toulouse seeks his lost father, a woman finds her lost love, and a family of unimaginable
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wealth learns that its fate is tied to those of the orphan Amaryllis (who officially aspires to be a saint) and her protector, a courtly giant of a
homeless schizophrenic -- both of them on the run from the law. Along a path shaded by murder and mysticism, we meet such unforgettable
characters as Fitzsimmons, a deranged former social worker; the enterprising Monasterio family of servants (Candelaria, Epitacio, and
Eulogio); "Someone-Help-Me", a streetwise devil; and Pullman, a seemingly ageless Great Dane. Complexly wrought, deeply moving, and
scathingly ironic, I'll Let You Go dazzles the reader with the unique blend of gorgeous prose, acerbic wit, and deep emotion that are the
specific province of Bruce Wagner. From the Hardcover edition.
"As a girl coming of age during the Civil Rights Movement, Patricia Bath made it her mission to become a doctor. When obstacles like racism,
poverty, and sexism threatened this goal, she persevered--brightening the world with a game-changing treatment for
blindness!"--Amazon.com.
While the role of the African American in American history has been written about extensively, it is often difficult to locate the wealth of
material that has been published. African-Americans in Defense of the Nation builds on a long list of early bibliographies concerning the
subject, bringing together a broad spectrum of titles related to the African-American participation in America's wars. It covers both military
exploits—as African Americans have been involved in every American conflict since the Revolution—and their participation in the homefront
support.
Winston Churchill is undoubtedly one of the most respected and best-loved characters the nation has ever known. However, much of how
people view him is based on his leadership during the bleak and dire times of the Second World War. If it wasn’t for him, Britain would almost
definitely have lost the war: there were those in government who encouraged Churchill to strike a deal with Hitler at the time of the Dunkirk
evacuations, which took place just three weeks after he had been made Prime Minister, but he stuck resolutely to his guns and said, ‘no’.
However, Churchill was never the favorite to take over after Neville Chamberlain resigned. Indeed, everyone believed Lord Halifax would be
the next Prime Minister, although even he thankfully recognized that Winston Churchill was the best man for the job, even though King
George VI disagreed. Yet there was another side to Churchill that is not often spoken of, and one that led to him making some questionable
decisions. Some of these, it could be argued, were for national security reasons, but others were not, proving that even the very best are not
always as perfect as they first appear.
The National Bestseller “Focused and persuasive... Bray’s book is many things: the first English-language transnational history of antifa, a
how-to for would-be activists, and a record of advice from anti-Fascist organizers past and present.”—THE NEW YORKER "Insurgent activist
movements need spokesmen, intellectuals and apologists, and for the moment Mark Bray is filling in as all three... The book’s most
enlightening contribution is on the history of anti-fascist efforts over the past century, but its most relevant for today is its justification for
stifling speech and clobbering white supremacists."—Carlos Lozada, THE WASHINGTON POST “[Bray’s] analysis is methodical, and clearly
informed by both his historical training and 15 years of organizing, which included Occupy Wall Street…Antifa: The Anti-Fascist Handbook
couldn’t have emerged at a more opportune time. Bray’s arguments are incisive and cohesive, and his consistent refusal to back down from
principle makes the book a crucial intervention in our political moment.”—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE In the wake of tragic events in
Charlottesville, VA, and Donald Trump's initial refusal to denounce the white nationalists behind it all, the "antifa" opposition movement is
suddenly appearing everywhere. But what is it, precisely? And where did it come from? As long as there has been fascism, there has been
anti-fascism — also known as “antifa.” Born out of resistance to Mussolini and Hitler in Europe during the 1920s and ’30s, the antifa
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movement has suddenly burst into the headlines amidst opposition to the Trump administration and the alt-right. They could be seen in news
reports, often clad all in black with balaclavas covering their faces, demonstrating at the presidential inauguration, and on California college
campuses protesting far-right speakers, and most recently, on the streets of Charlottesville, VA, protecting, among others, a group of
ministers including Cornel West from neo-Nazi violence. (West would later tell reporters, "The anti-fascists saved our lives.") Simply, antifa
aims to deny fascists the opportunity to promote their oppressive politics, and to protect tolerant communities from acts of violence
promulgated by fascists. Critics say shutting down political adversaries is anti-democratic; antifa adherents argue that the horrors of fascism
must never be allowed the slightest chance to triumph again. In a smart and gripping investigation, historian and former Occupy Wall Street
organizer Mark Bray provides a detailed survey of the full history of anti-fascism from its origins to the present day — the first transnational
history of postwar anti-fascism in English. Based on interviews with anti-fascists from around the world, Antifa details the tactics of the
movement and the philosophy behind it, offering insight into the growing but little-understood resistance fighting back against fascism in all its
guises.
A photo-filled history of how London’s historic business district endured the Blitz during World War II, and emerged to thrive once again. The
City of London was an obvious target for German bombers during the Second World War. What better way for Nazi Germany to spread fear
and panic amongst the British people than by attacking their central business district? Although it wasn’t densely populated, there were still
enough people working there during the day for attacks on it to take their toll. The city’s ancient and iconic buildings also bore the brunt of
the German bombs, including churches designed by Sir Christopher Wren after the Great Fire in 1666. The book looks at the effects of war
on the City of London, including the damage caused by the eight months of the Blitz between September 1940 and May 1941. The most
devastating of the raids took place on December 29, 1940, with both incendiary and explosive bombs causing a firestorm so intense it was
known as the Second Great Fire of London. It also looks at the bravery of the staff at St Bart’s Hospital, which was one of the medical
facilities that remained open during the course of the war. Other stories include the sterling work carried out by the City’s civilian population
and the voluntary roles that they performed to help keep the city safe, including the Home Guard and the Fire Watchers, who spent their
nights on the city’s rooftops looking out for incendiary devices dropped by the Luftwaffe. Ultimately, despite the damage to its buildings and
population, by the end of the war the City of London was able to rise, like a phoenix, from the flames of destruction, ready to become the
vibrant and flourishing borough that it is today.

The remarkable true story of footballing star and war hero Walter Tull is brought to life in this brand-new edition of a Barrington
Stoke bestseller.Tully and his brother don't have much. But they do have each other. And Tully has an amazing talent. Football.
But when the First World War begins, Tully must fight for respect on the battlefield not the pitch. Based on the amazing true story
of Walter Tull, a First World War hero and one of the first black British professional football players.
Once again, the New York Times bestselling author of the Amelia Peabody novels “kicks up a desert storm.”—People The “grande
dame of historical mystery” (Washington Post) is back with a thrilling new tale featuring America’s favorite archaeologist turned
sleuth. At last the Great War is over. Amelia Peabody, her distinguished Egyptologist husband Emerson, and their extended family
are preparing for another season of excavation in Egypt. To everyone’s great joy, their son, Ramses, and his wife, Nefret, have
become parents. Amelia, enjoying the role of fond (yet firm) grandmother, hopes that for once this will be a quiet year with Ramses
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no longer undertaking perilous missions for British intelligence and no old enemies on their trail. Yet the hazards of the past will be
overshadowed by new danger and a new adversary—unlike anything Amelia’s ever encountered—who will pursue her in a battle
that puts innocent young lives at stake.
Do you know what "quatrefoil" and "impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon" or "narcolepsy"? This book is a handy, easy-to-read
reference guide to the proper parlance for any situation. In this book you will find: Words You Absolutely Should Know (covert,
exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should Know But Probably Don't (dour, incendiary, scintilla); Words Most People Don't Know
(schlimazel, thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should Know to Sound Overeducated (ad infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words
You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic, damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether writing an essay, studying for a test, or trying
to impress friends, family, and fellow cocktail party guests with their prolixity, you will achieve magniloquence, ebullience, and
flights of rhetorical brilliance.
Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah's inspiring true story—which was turned into a film, Emmanuel's Gift, narrated by Oprah Winfrey—is
nothing short of remarkable. Born in Ghana, West Africa, with one deformed leg, he was dismissed by most people—but not by his
mother, who taught him to reach for his dreams. As a boy, Emmanuel hopped to school more than two miles each way, learned to
play soccer, left home at age thirteen to provide for his family, and, eventually, became a cyclist. He rode an astonishing four
hundred miles across Ghana in 2001, spreading his powerful message: disability is not inability. Today, Emmanuel continues to
work on behalf of the disabled. Thompson's lyrical prose and Qualls's bold collage illustrations offer a powerful celebration of
triumphing over adversity. Includes an author's note with more information about Emmanuel's charity.
In the early months of the war, for most people Scarborough was just another town somewhere in northern England, where
exactly, they weren't entirely sure. But all of that changed at 8 am on the morning of 16 December 1914, when three vessels of the
Imperial German Navy positioned themselves about 10 miles off of the north-eastern coastline and opened fire. The ensuing
attack lasted for some 30 minutes and by the time it was over, 78 people, including women and children, had been killed and a
further 228 were wounded.The disbelief at how the attack had been allowed to take place was keenly felt by the British public, and
the Government were quick to turn the attack to their advantage by making it part of a propaganda campaign 'Remember
Scarborough', which they used on Army recruitment posters.If it hadn't been before, the war had suddenly become a harsh reality
for the entire nation, and the town of Scarborough was now well and truly on the map.After the war, the names of the hundreds of
young men from the town who had been killed on a foreign battlefield, or the in the icy waters of the high seas, were
commemorated on the Scarborough War Memorial at Oliver's Mount. All of these names, as well as those who had been killed in
the raid of 16 December 1914, are a true testament to the price Scarborough paid for playing her part in the First World War.
The first Allied bombing raid on Berlin during the course of the Second World War, took place on 7 June 1940, when a French
naval aircraft dropped 8 bombs on the German capital, but the first British raid on German soil took place on the night of 10/11
May 1940, when RAF aircraft attacked Dortmund. Initially, Nazi Germany hadn't given much thought about its aerial defences.
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being attacked in its 'own back yard' wasn't something that was anticipated to be an issue. Germany had been on the offensive
from the beginning of the war and Hitler believed that the Luftwaffe was the much stronger air force. In addition, from 1939-1942,
the Allied policy of aerial attacks on German soil was to hit targets with a distinct military purpose, such as munitions factories,
airfields etc. This meant that the Germany military could focus where they placed their anti-aircraft batteries and had a very good
idea of how many they would need. However, Germany's defensive capabilities were forced to improve as Allied raids on towns
and cities increased in size and frequency. Fighter aircraft were included as part of anti-aircraft defences and flak units mastered
the art of keeping attacking Allied aircraft at a specific height. This made it more difficult for them to identify their specific targets,
and easier for German fighter aircraft to shoot them down before they could jettison their bomb loads. With the Allied tactic of
‘area bombing’, Germany's anti-aircraft capabilities became harder to maintain as demand increased. The longer the war went
on, along with the increased Allied bombing raids, sometimes involving more than 1,000 bomber aircraft, so the worth and
effectiveness of German air-defences dwindled.
The Shetland Bus was not a bus, but the nickname of a special operations group that set up a route across the North Sea between
Norway and the Shetland Islands, north-east of mainland Scotland. The first voyage was made by Norwegian sailors to help their
compatriots in occupied Norway, but soon the Secret Intelligence Service and the Special Operations Executive asked if they
would be prepared to carry cargoes of British agents and equipment, as well. Fourteen boats of different sizes were originally
used, and Flemington House in Shetland was commandeered as the operation's HQ. The first official journey was carried out by
the Norwegian fishing vessel the Aksel, which left Luna Ness on 30 August 1941 on route to Bremen in Norway. This book
examines that first journey, as well later ones, and discusses the agents and operations which members of the Shetland Bus were
involved in throughout the war. It also looks at the donation of 3 submarine chasers to the operation, made in October 1943, by the
United States Navy. These torpedo-type boats were 110 ft long and very fast, allowing journey times between Shetland and
Norway to be greatly reduced and carried out in greater safety. The story of the Shetland Bus would be nothing without the
individuals involved, both the sailors of the boats and the agents who were carried between the two countries. These were very
brave individuals who helped maintain an important lifeline to the beleaguered Norwegians. It also allowed British and Norwegian
agents a way in to Norway so that they could liaise with the Norwegian Underground movement and carry out important missions
against the German occupiers.
This book looks at the invaluable work carried out by members of the Air Transport Auxiliary during the course of the Second
World War. Comprised of both men and women, it was a civilian organization tasked with the collection and delivery of military
aircraft from the factories to the RAF and Royal Navy stations. Men who undertook the role had to be exempt from having to
undertake war time military service due to health or age, but other than that there were very few restrictions on who who could join,
which accounted for one-legged, one-armed, one-eyed and short sighted pilots being accepted. Initially it was only men who were
allowed to carry out this service, but by December 1939, British authorities were persuaded by Pauline Gower (the daughter of Sir
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Robert Vaughan Gower, a wartime Conservative MP, and an accomplished pilot in her own right), to establish a women’s section
of the Air Transport Auxiliary, of which she was put in charge. The first eight women were accepted in to the service, but it would
not be until 1943 that its male and female members received the same pay. By the end of the war 147 different types of aircraft
had been flown by the men and women of the Air Transport Auxiliary, including Spitfire fighter aircraft and Lancaster bombers.
These brave pilots were not just British, but came from 28 Commonwealth and neutral countries and their efforts sometimes came
at a price: 174 Air Transport Auxiliary pilots, both men and women, died during the war whilst flying for the service.
A historic profile of the English city of Canterbury during World War I and the conflict’s effect on the region and its people.
Canterbury had been a garrison town for many years before the war. When hostilities began between Britain and Germany, it was
home to the Buffs (East Kent Regiment), who were immediately mobilized for war. They were replaced by the men of the West
Kent Yeomanry, a Territorial unit, along with their fellow territorials, the Kent Cyclists, who despite their mode of transport, were an
infantry battalion of the British Army, who were formed in 1908. They were tasked with guarding key points along with patrolling
the Kent coastline. During the First World War, Canterbury was one of the county’s main recruiting areas, particularly for those
men from east Kent. By the end of the war, thousands of men had enthusiastically made their way to the town’s Drill Hall in St
Peter's Lane to sign on the dotted line so that they could do their bit for King and country in the nation’s hour of need. Statistics
showed that one in four men had enlisted in the British Army. Meanwhile, the town’s civilian population did their part for the war.
Some worked in the munitions factories and the Kent VAD hospital, while others worked as air raid wardens. These were
extraordinary times that relied on ordinary people to pull together and do whatever they could for the common good. Through
researching local newspapers of the day, along with letters, diaries, photographs, parish magazines, trade journals, contemporary
printed pamphlets, and more, author Stephen Wynn details the stories of this dramatic era.
Walter Tull would have been a remarkable individual no matter when he had been born, but to achieve what he did, during the
time that he did, makes him even more remarkable. He was an orphan at just six years of age, and despite not wanting to, his step
mother, Clara, had no choice but to place him and his elder brother, Edward, in to a children's home in the East End of London. As
neither Walter or Edward had ever traveled outside of Folkestone before, the upheaval must have come as quite a shock. Two
years after entering the home, Walter and Edward were split up when Edward was adopted and went to live in Glasgow.Walter's
sporting prowess saw him play for top local amateur side, Clapton Football club, signing for them in 1908, but it was to be a short
lived affair, as by the following year he had signed as a professional for the prestigious Tottenham Hotspur Football Club, making
his first team debut against Manchester United.In October 1911 Walter was transferred to Northampton Town Football Club, where
he would go on to play over one hundred first team games, before the First World War brought a premature end to his career as a
professional footballer. With the outbreak of war, Walter wasted no time enlisting in the British Army, initially as a Private in the
newly formed 17th (Football) Battalion, Middlesex Regiment. Further promotions followed and in no time at all he had reached the
rank of Sergeant.He was put forward for a commission and passed out as a 2nd Lieutenant on 29 May 1917. He went on to
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become the first black officer in the British Army, to lead white troops in to battle, and was fondly regarded by the men who served
under him.Walter was killed in action whilst leading his men in a counter attack against German defensive positions on Monday 25
March 1918. He died a hero. He was well liked and respected by all who knew him. Like many men of his generation his life was
cut short for the greater good whilst in the service of his country, so that others might prevail.
A historic profile of the London borough of Enfield during World War I and the conflict’s effect on the region and its people. The
Royal Small Arms Factory in Enfield was famous for producing the Lee Enfield .303 Rifle, the standard issued rifle provided to all
infantry soldiers in the British Army during the First World War. The factory was so prestigious that King George V visited it in April,
1915. By the end of the war, its workforce of more than 9,000 had produced more than 2 million rifles. Their gun helped play a big
part in winning the war. On July 7, 1917, the town was hit by a German air raid. Local anti-aircraft batteries did their best to thwart
the enemy. Sadly, falling shrapnel from British anti-aircraft gunfire killed one woman, making her Enfield’s only resident to be
killed in the town throughout the course of the war. A nearby young boy was also struck by some falling shrapnel but survived.
After the incident, members of the Government Workers’ Union held a meeting to complain about the lack of a warning about the
attack. Meanwhile, that month also saw a baker appear at Enfield Magistrates Court, charged under the Bread Order for selling
loaves of bread that were over the permitted weight. For his heinous war time offence, he was fined the princely sum of ten
shillings. Through researching local newspapers of the day, along with letters, diaries, photographs, parish magazines, trade
journals, contemporary printed pamphlets, and more, author Stephen Wynn details the stories of Enfield during this dramatic era.
Nearly a century of Japanese Imperial rule, from the 1868 Meiji Restoration to the end of WWII, is explored in this sweeping
history. Under Emperor Meiji’s rule, Imperial Japan established itself as a world power through rapid industrialization and
militarization. Aligned with the Entente Powers during the First World War, Japan made a proposal for racial equality at the 1919
Paris Peace Conference—only to be overruled by American President Woodrow Wilson. In the 1920s, the empire began its military
conquest of numerous countries and islands throughout Asia and the Pacific regions. Author Stephen Wynn examines Japan’s
various military conflicts and colonial efforts, including its invasion of China that coincided with the Second World War. The book
culminates with the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which finally brought about Japan’s surrender and the
end of the war in Asia and the Pacific.
In World War II-era England, Michael learns about his black British Army soldier grandfather, a World War I officer who risked his
life to save wounded men but who did not receive special commendations because of his race.
The Holocaust is without doubt one of the most abhorrent and despicable events not only of the Second World War, but of the
twentieth century. What makes it even more staggering is that it was not perpetrated by just one individual, but by thousands of
men and women who had become part of the Nazi ideology and belief that Jews were responsible for all of their woes. This book
looks at the build up to the Second World War, from the time of Hitler's appointment as Chancellor of Germany in January 1933,
as the Nazi Party rose to power in a country that was still struggling to recover politically, socially and financially from the aftermath
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of the First World War, whilst at the same time, through the enactment of a number of laws, making life extremely difficult for
German Jews. Some saw the dangers ahead for Jews in Germany and did their best to get out, some managed to do so, but
millions more did not. The book then moves on to look at a wartime Nazi Germany and how the dislike of the Jews had gone from
painting the star of David on shop windows, to their mass murder in the thousands of concentration camps that were scattered
throughout Germany. As well as the camps, it looks at some of those who were culpable for the atrocities that were carried out in
the name of Nazism. Not all those who were murdered lost their lives in concentration camps. Some were killed in massacres,
some in ghettos and some by the feared and hated Einsatzgruppen.
Stalag 383 was somewhat unique as a Second World War prisoner of war camp. Located in a high valley surrounded by dense
woodland and hills in Hofenfels, Bavaria, it began life in 1938 as a training ground for the German Army. At the outbreak of war it
was commandeered by the German authorities for use as a prisoner of war camp for Allied non-commissioned officers, and given
the name Oflag lllC. It was renamed Stalag 383 in November 1942. For most of its existence it comprised of some 400 huts, 30
feet long and 14 feet wide, with each typically being home to 14 men. Many of the British service men who found themselves
incarcerated at the camp had been captured during the evacuations at Dunkirk, or when the Greek island of Crete fell to the
Germans on 1 June 1941. Stalag 383 had somewhat of a holiday camp feel to it for many who found themselves prisoners there.
There were numerous clubs formed by different regiments, or men from the same town or county. These clubs catered for
interests such as education, sports, theatrical productions and debates, to name but a few. This book examines life in the camp,
the escapes that were undertaken from there, and includes a selection of never before published photographs of the camp and the
men who lived there, many for more than five years.
Get young fans dreaming big with this collection of fifty inspirational lives from the world of football. What made Pele the greatest
player of all time? How did Nadia Nadim flee from Afghanistan and end up playing for Manchester City? Who was the Liverpool
player who invented the world's most popular football boot? This collection of fifty biographies brings together the incredible true
stories of the game's greatest legends who changed the world of football. Empowering and inspirational, this is the perfect book to
get young fans dreaming big both on and off the pitch ...
After university and Sandhurst, Charles Thoroughgood has now joined the Assault Commandos and is on a four-month tour of duty in
Armagh and Belfast. The thankless task facing him and his men -- to patrol the tension-filled streets through weeks of boredom punctuated by
bursts of horror -- takes them through times of tragedy, madness, laughter and terror. Alan Judd tells Thoroughgood's tale with verve,
compassion and humour. The result is an exceptionally fine novel which blends bitter human incident with army farce. 'Quite simply one of
the best novels of army life I've read' Jack Higgins 'Entertaining and compulsively readable' Melvyn Bragg 'Human, sympathetic and
engrossing' Daily Mirror
About the Author: Stephen is a retired police officer having served with Essex Police as a constable for thirty years between 1983 and 2013.
He is married to Tanya and has two sons, Luke and Ross, and a daughter, Aimee. His sons served five tours of Afghanistan between 2008
and 2013 and both were injured. This led to the publication of his first book, Two Sons in a Warzone – Afghanistan: The True Story of a
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Father’s Conflict, published in October 2010. Both Stephen’s grandfathers served in and survived the First World War, one with the Royal
Irish Rifles, the other in the Mercantile Marine, whilst his father was a member of the Royal Army Ordnance Corps during the Second World
War. When not writing Stephen can be found walking his three German Shepherd dogs with his wife Tanya, at some unearthly time of the
morning, when most normal people are still fast asleep.
The Korean War (1950-53) is often referred to by many British and Commonwealth veterans who took part in it as the 'forgotten war', a
reference which does not include themselves or the families and friends of those who were killed. On 15 August 1945, US and Soviet forces
liberated Korea from the Japanese and the country was subsequently divided along the 38th parallel, with the Soviets administering the
northern part of the country and the Americans the south. Tensions between the two states continued, with both governments claiming to be
the legitimate government of Korea. This came to a head on 25 June 1950, when the Korean People’s Army of North Korea crossed the 38th
parallel into South Korea. For nearly four months the fighting swung first one way then the other, before forces from South Korea and other
UN countries chased the North Koreans towards the Chinese border, which in turn saw China enter the war on the side of North Korea on 19
October. Having initially refused to send troops to Korea due to commitments in Malaya, the British government was worried about the
possibility of China threatening Hong Kong, which at the time was under British control. A combination of the worsening situation in Korea,
concerns about its position as a major global power, and the potential damage to its relationship with the US, caused a change of heart and,
on 29 August, British forces finally arrived in South Korea. During the course of the Korean War, the Victoria Cross was awarded on just four
occasions, although two other men were also awarded the equivalent George Cross. The Victoria Cross was twice awarded posthumously,
with a third recipient dying in 1986 and the fourth dying in July 2018. Each of the actions which led to the awards are discussed in this book,
which in the case of Bill Speakman, includes an interview he gave to the author in 2017.
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling author
Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real history come alive in his breathtaking historical fiction. Praised as "the
direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has brilliantly captured the fury, chaos, and excitement of battle as few writers
have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular novels following the illustrious military career of British Army officer
Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Chronicling Sharpe's involvement in the famous Battle of Trafalgar in 1805,
Sharpe's Trafalgar finds the young ensign captive on a French warship and in gravest peril on the eve of the one of the most spectacular
naval confrontations in history. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If only all history lessons could be as vibrant."
Erobringen af øen Peleliu i Stillehavet blev en af de blodigste, amerikanerne kom ud for, dels på grund af dårlig planlægning og utilstrækkelig
efterretningsarbejde. Bogen er blevet til på baggrund af oversatte japanske dokumenter og interviews med amerikanske veteraner.
One of the first analyses of the pure art of planning the aerial dimensions of war. Explores the complicated connection between air superiority
and victory in war. Focuses on the use of air forces at the operational level in a theater of war. Presents fascinating historical examples,
stressing that the mastery of operational-level strategy can be the key to winning future wars. 20 photos. Bibliography.
Operation Dynamo, the successful evacuation of Belgian, British, Dutch, French and Polish troops from the beaches at Dunkirk between 27
May and 4 June 1940, was not only a pivotal moment of the war, but one that changed its final outcome. There has been much debate in the
years since the end of the war concerning the “Hitler Halt” order, which was given to German Panzer units waiting patiently on the outskirts
of Dunkirk to be allowed to finish the job they had started. Many theories have been put forward as to the reasons behind this, but the
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consequence was that it allowed Britain to remain in the war. A total of 338,226, British and Allied troops were rescued from the beaches of
Dunkirk, aboard a total of 861 vessels, of which 243 were sunk. For those left behind, official figures record that up to 80,000 French and
British troops were captured, whilst during the time of the actual evacuation, somewhere in the region of 16,000 French and 1,000 British
soldiers were killed. Equipment wise British forces left behind somewhere in the region of 90,000 rifles, 11,000 machine guns, huge supplies
of ammunition, 880 field guns, 310 large calibre artillery pieces, 500 anti-aircraft guns, 850 anti-tank guns, 700 tanks, 45,000 cars and lorries,
and 20,000 motor cycles – enough equipment to arm nearly ten divisions of soldiers. It is known that two atrocities took place during the
Battle of Dunkirk: the Massacre at Le Paradis, and another at Wormhoudt, carried out by Waffen- SS soldiers, against British and French
troops who had already surrendered. Although the Battle of Dunkirk must ultimately go down tactically as a German victory, the rescue of so
many of its men, ensured that like a phoenix, Britain rose from the ashes of defeat to gain a great and lasting victory.
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